GhostBSD - Feature #16
GhostBSD art
10/23/2016 01:15 PM - asxbsd

Status: Done  Start date: 10/23/2016
Priority: Normal  Due date: 
Assignee: ericbsd  % Done: 100%
Category:  Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Target version: GhostBSD 11-ALPHA

Description
angelescuo:
I have tried to make a package to add mate settings for ghostbsd.
I have noticed the following issues:
1) We waist a lot of space with to many icons . We need at least the default icons and hicolor if we want actual icon sets. In hicolor we should add a ghostbsd icon under places to have the G logo in panel menu.
2) We have to many themes and we waist a lot of space . We should decide what themes we should preserve.
3) Wallpapers are only jpg's and with only one resolution.
   We should start with some svg's and to convert them to jpg with more resolutions.

History
#1 - 10/25/2016 10:22 PM - asxbsd
   - Target version set to GhostBSD 11-ALPHA

#2 - 02/10/2017 10:33 AM - ericbsd
   - Target version deleted (GhostBSD 11-ALPHA)

#3 - 07/27/2017 08:52 PM - ericbsd
   - Status changed from New to Feedback
   - Assignee set to ericbsd
   - Priority changed from Low to Normal
   - Target version set to GhostBSD 11-ALPHA
   - % Done changed from 0 to 100

I did change the set of icons and use less space.

#4 - 08/05/2017 06:10 PM - ericbsd
   - Status changed from Feedback to Resolved

#5 - 08/06/2017 11:38 AM - ericbsd
   - Status changed from Resolved to Done